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Comments

I wish to strongly object to the above planning put forward by Grundon / Viridor my objection is based
on the following concerns : 1. I live 0.7 miles from the site the sheer scale of the building would be
seen from my house and garden aside from the chimney ! Who would want to live under the shadow of
such an imposing structure ? therefore it would probably reduce the value or sale ability of my home .
2. I am very concerned with the pollutants that will be emitted however well monitored burning waste
causes toxic gases that is a Fact. These pollutants I would be breathing in on a daily basis and how
much smell would I have to endure as well ! 3. At peak times Station Road can be busy and often
traffic is backed up from the railway to outside my house and beyond to Ford Road more volume and
large lorries to and from the waste centre will only add to the noise and pollution I already endure plus
the ease of me exiting or entering my driveway will be again inhibited . 4. From an environmental
impact this is not good for the surrounding area far from green in a time when it is important to be
carbon neutral . We are an area of outstanding natural beauty with the river Arun and all its wildlife
inhabitants . I feel Grundon & Viridor is going for the smokescreen approach of providing energy for
the local homes / , businesses in their planning proposals plus solving a landfill problem to win
approval and as a trade off ignoring the real impact it will have to the residents and wildlife in the area.
5. We are already going to be experiencing a noise, traffic and pollutant increase with the development
of the Ford Airfield with 1500 new homes the local area is not large enough to sustain the scale of the
proposals of Grundon & Viridor as well .
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